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received 11.06.1961

Explanation for the unusual knowledge ....
Broad ﬁelds of knowledge will be opened up to you when you receive My
Word from above, for I Myself will introduce you to knowledge which
cannot be intellectually acquired by you. You, who should teach your
fellow human beings, must ﬁrst be instructed yourselves in everything that
you humans need to know. But you should also be able to refute every
objection when it comes to defending the only truth, when rational people
try to undermine the spiritual conclusions .... en you should be able to
explain all correlations, and thus you ﬁrst have to be guided into profound
spiritual knowledge which can only take place through My direct Word
.... For I can only address you directly if you, through a life in accordance
with My will, have shaped yourselves such that My spirit will be able to
pour into you, and only then will you also understand what is imparted to
you as profound knowledge .... on account of which the same knowledge
.... if it is passed on from person to person .... will only be understood and
recognised as truth by someone who lives a life of love and has awakened
the spirit within himself.
e spiritual information is comprehensive, yet it will always be imparted
to you as you require it in order to ﬁrst become fully mature yourselves
and to then carry out the mission which you have accepted of your own
free will .... And in view of the approaching end, broader knowledge has
become necessary; My plan of Salvation has to be presented to people
so that they will recognise the signiﬁcance of their earthly lives and do
whatever it takes to escape the fate of a renewed banishment .... And this
plan of Salvation covers the development of all created beings, the origin,
present state and goal of everything that came forth from My strength of
love. e knowledge is extensive and new to many people, for so far it has
not been necessary to inform them of it. Yet the time of the end requires
that this information is now conveyed to people, so that they will live more
responsibly .... And thus they shall also know about their previous inﬁnitely
long earthly process which they already covered as soul-substances .... is
knowledge, too, was strange to them and therefore they can only accept it
with diﬃcul . Nor will they be coerced into believing it .... yet mentally
they can form their own opinion and derive beneﬁt from it ....
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However, no human being can ever intellectually attain knowledge which
concerns My reign and activi .... which explains My Being, which substantiates everything, even the forthcoming event, the transformation of
earth, the spiritual and earthly turning-point .... Such knowledge can only
be imparted to you from above, from Myself .... It can only be conveyed to
you through the `working of the spirit'and thus should also be recognised
as an exceptional grace, which will still be granted to you in the last days
.... And you humans should also understand that I Am only motivated by
My greater than great love to inform you of everything in order to eﬀect
your voluntary return to Me, that you recognise My love and respond to it
.... You should understand why I demand the spreading of My Word ever
more urgently, why I would like to give this remarkable information to all
people ....
is knowledge can only be conveyed to earth when certain conditions
are in place. But wherever this is possible, that is, where people look for
clariﬁcation, this is where they should acknowledge My direct activi and
accept the gi of grace which can help their souls attain maturi during the
last days before the end. For then they will truly receive knowledge which
is presented to them by Myself and which also exposes every misguided
teaching that was able to assert itself in the darkness of the spirit but which
can no longer resist the bright light of truth .... e correct knowledge,
which I oﬀer you in My love, provides you with information and clari ,
and it truly requires no further verbal human addition, it requires no
further explanations added by human intellect .... My Word from above is
oﬀered to you in all clari ; it is comprehensible to everyone and provides
you with the right concept of Me and My Nature, of My reign and activi
....
My Word from above guides you into truth, as I have promised, and should
be distributed because all people shall know about My eternal plan of
Salvation, because all people shall know about the end .... about the total
transformation of the earth, which is intended by My plan of Salvation and
will truly be carried out when the time is fulﬁlled ....
Amen
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received 13.06.1961

Scrutiny of spiritual knowledge ....
Contact Me when you are presented with spiritual knowledge for scrutiny,
so that I will guide your thoughts into the right direction and give you the
abili to form a correct judgment. For your intellect is incapable of making
spiritual judgments; it requires an awakened spirit to guide your thinking
into the right direction, and thus I Myself, the eternal Father-Spirit, must
always be able to establish contact with your indwelling spiritual spark if
your correct thinking is to be guaranteed, if your scrutiny for the origin
of spiritual knowledge is to be accurate. e intellect cannot conduct such
an examination and, were it to do so, there would be no guarantee for
truth, for truth comes forth from Me and it will only be recognised by
those who establish contact with Me, who appeal to Me for enlightened
thinking and who therefore will not accept anything but the truth. And
so you humans should not value your intellect too highly, for as soon as
it concerns spiritual spheres I want to be approached directly, otherwise
the `truth'would only ever be the privilege of those people who possess
a highly developed intellect .... But My condition for correct and truthful
thinking is diﬀerent: I expect from you humans the love which awakens
your spirit, which enlightens your thinking, which is a direct bond with
Me, the Eternal Love Itself. A sharp intellect, however, is no guarantee for
a life of love .... A sharp intellect without love can also be used by My
adversary, and then truthful thinking can never be expected because the
inﬂuence exerted by My adversary will always be against Me in order to
undermine the truth which exposes him. Understand that only a person
living a life of love is wise .... for he lives within divine order and is thus
enlightened, he has gained realisation, the knowledge of the pure truth.
So, of what use is a highly developed intellect to a person if he lacks love?
He will not be able to oﬀer you truth, as My adversary's tool he is more
likely to lead your thinking astray, since the former will always intervene
where a person's life opposes the divine order, where the principle of love
does not predominate .... Love protects him against this inﬂuence, love
characterises him as a divine living creation, love testiﬁes to the bond with
Me and therefore also always to correct thinking, and thus he will also
always know the truth, he will be capable of forming a correct judgment
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when he scrutinises spiritual knowledge, and he will reject all false spiritual
information .... e degree of love therefore determines to what extent the
human being knows the truth and not the amount of externally received
spiritual knowledge, which will remain lifeless knowledge as long as the
spirit is not yet awakened through love. e reason why so much error
exists in the world and why error is far more likely to be accepted than truth
is because people lack the abili to make correct judgments and therefore
readily accept anything they are oﬀered by people with great mental abili
who are deemed `competent'to scrutinise spiritual knowledge for its truth.
You must always approach Me directly for help, you must always appeal for
My support, if you don't want to fall prey to error .... Always appeal to Me
for spiritual enlightenment, for correct thinking and for recognising the
truth .... And your desire for truth will guarantee your correct thinking, for
I want you to know the truth; I also want you to pass a correct judgment
when it is requested of you .... But I always want to be recognised and
approached as the origin of truth, for only I can impart it to you through
those whose spirit is awakened because they live a life of love ....
Amen
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received 19.06.1961

Knowledge of God's will ....
Responsibili ....
I speak to you because you should know My will .... You need to be given
guidelines by which you should live your life for as long as you live on
earth .... us you must be informed of My will, and the consequences of
complying or not complying with My will must also be explained to you
.... you must know what I expect of you and why I expect it. And then you
should act according to your free will .... that is, you either accept My will or
live contrary to it, but then you must also accept the consequences of your
rightly or wrongly directed will. But you are free to make your decision ....
you are not forced to make this or that decision, to live your life in this or
that way. Even so, you decide your fate in eterni and therefore bear great
responsibili . Were the information of My will not presented to you, you
could not be held to account either but you would hardly reach the goal
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on earth of attaining your original perfection, which you had lost because
your will and activi opposed My will, because you ignored My will. For
My will is nothing else but the law of eternal order, it is My will that you
should integrate yourselves into this law, whose fundamental principle is
love .... If you allow this fundamental principle to break through into you
then you will adapt yourselves to My law of order, then you will fulﬁl My
will, you will voluntarily subordinate yourselves to My will. If, however,
you lack love, then you are outside of My law of eternal order .... then you
are also outside the circuit of My ﬂow of love, you are separated from Me,
you are imperfect, because love is part of perfection, which you reject as
you once did when you fell away from Me.
At the start of your human embodiment you have no knowledge, and
therefore I Myself convey to you the knowledge of your relationship with
Me and also that you had sinned against Me, that you had not fulﬁlled My
will, that you had disregarded the divine principle of love and thereby le
the eternal order. For this reason I inform you of My will and address you
through My Word .... for this reason I require you to enter into My will,
into the eternal order, and tell you to live a life according to My will .... But
I do not compel you to live this way; I leave it up to your free will .... But
one thing I keep preaching to you: Love .... for everything depends on your
willingness to love, even your agreement to fulﬁl My will and to submit
yourselves to the law of eternal order solely depends on your willingness
to love. For that which you do as a result of love you do voluntarily. us
`activi of love'is My will of which I constantly inform you .... Activi
of love is the law of eternal order .... activi of love is the path to reach
the goal, for activi of love provides you with the strength to do what is
required in order to perfect yourselves .... And therefore I will never cease
informing you of My will through My Word, I will keep preaching love to
you and make you aware of the beneﬁts of a life of love .... I will always
try to encourage you to subordinate yourselves to the law of eternal order,
to ignite love within yourselves and fan it into a bright ﬂame .... My Word
will enlighten you as to the purpose of your earthly life, and I Myself will
constantly follow you with My love so that your love for Me will be kindled,
and then the principle of love will determine your whole nature, you will
gain bright enlightenment, i.e., you will realise the purpose of your process
across earth and the goal set for you .... is realisation will give you great
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joy and you will eagerly strive for perfection .... For once love has ignited
in you, you will also unite with Me through love, and then you will never
want to let go of Me again, and I Myself will hold you with My love, I will
merge with you since it is your own free will and we will never part again,
for to have entered into My eternal order means to create and be active with
Me and in My will in accordance with the divine principle of love and to be
eternally happy ....
Amen
received 15.07.1961

BD 7924
Emergence of the work of creation `Earth'....

e progression of spirit substances over the earth extends over eternities,
because spirit itself had turned into matter, of which the earth and all
creations consist. Hardened spirit substance became matter by will of
God; the entire work of creation earth therefore, as well as all creations
in the universe as a whole, are erstwhile spirit energy formerly emanated
from God, having been emitted from Him as beings, which nevertheless
had altered to the extent of mere compacted spirit in the end, which was
reshaped into creations of every kind.
Endless times were necessary for this, as the transformation proceeded
in strict order - the development of what can now be seen as the inhabited earth took countless phases of development - it was not a work of
God's creative power cast up suddenly - slow development too pursues its
aim. Ceaselessly, dissolved spirit-particles were apprehended and recast.
A developmental process of unimaginable time-duration had taken place,
before the earth had shaped itself into a work of creation that could serve
the ever-ripening spiritual for an abode and for natural life, as provided in
God's eternal plan of salvation.
And this spirit substance also needed endless times to reach a level when
it could be allowed to walk the earth as man, for ﬁnal perfecting. is
passage ultimately as man is as a moment compared to the eternities of
the earth's pre-development. e creation of any form is, for God, indeed
a moment's work, as any thought He sets forth as ﬁnished work, through
His will and His power, but it is the resistance of the once-fallen spirit
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which determines the time-lapse to its material re-modelling. Because God
did not compel this reluctant spiritual, but His love-power apprehended
it instead, until it relented somewhat in its resistance, to then encase
it in accordance with His plan - to give it some form within which it
should carry out a certain function, which was nevertheless so minimal
that interminable times passed before these forms could again be slowly
dissolved and changed.
It thus took endless times for the earth to develop suﬃciently to be inhabited by living beings, and these in turn, a er interminable times made the
earth ﬁt for man's ultimate training-ground. Man's sol had nevertheless in
all its particles passed through the creations, because the fall to the depths,
from the greatest heights, had been so immense that endless times were
necessary for it to rise suﬃciently to again be given self-consciousness
which then makes possible its ﬁnal perfecting, its ultimate ascent.
First of all the creation came into being, and this now harbours the fallen
spirits, whose numbers were without limit, and whose return to God
also shall require interminable times, and thus an end to creation is not
foreseeable. It shall be animated by ever-new spirit-particles, which by
perpetual change of outer form are, in their development, forever in the
ascendant, and hence manifest a constant emerging and passing of every
material creation. And all works of creation are in this way constantly
renewed, serving the spiritual they harbour in its maturing - whilst also
serving man in his fulﬁlment, by supporting his physical life on earth.
So long as free will is withheld from the spiritual, bound within the creations, upward development assumes its God-imposed path. e fettered
spiritual serves within a given form, and it thereby gradually matures. But
as soon as the spiritual passes over the earth at the level of man, it again possesses free will and may, instead of rising, also remain at a standstill, or even
regress. In its last stage of development it can fail - and this retrogression
can also lead to the spiritual in man - the soul, the once-fallen primordial spirit - to again harden it nits spirit-substance as heretofore, with the
necessary consequence of its renewed dissolving into countless particles,
demanding renewed progression through the material creations.
And the necessi of this last resort presupposes also the dissolving and
transformation of creations of every kind - which can be described as the
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end of an earth-epoch, and the beginning of another. And you men need
thus to understand that, over time-spans set by God, violent acts of transformation take place upon the work of creation earth, which nevertheless
are founded upon God's love and wisdom - and which always serve only
for the salvation of the once-fallen spiritual. And you must also, at all
times, reckon with such interventions on God's part, when men no longer
recognise the true purpose of their existence - and therefore do not utilise
their earth-life for the maturing of their souls, for ﬁnal perfecting.
Because that is the sole object of every creation, to bring man's soul to
maturation, to help it to become what it was in the beginning - a supremely
perfect being - which came forth from God's love, but fell away from Him
in free will. It is to return to Him, and God Himself has forged the path for
its return by a progression through all the creations of this earth.
Amen
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received 23.06.1961

Jesus Christ opened the gate into the kingdom of light ....
e gate into the kingdom of light and beatitude was opened for you
again when the human being Jesus gave His life on the Calvary cross as
redemption for humani 's guilt of sin .... e gulf between Me and you
was bridged by His cruciﬁxion, the path which lead into the Father's house
was clear for you again ....
is act of compassion, accomplished by a
human being Who had received the fullness of Myself in Himself and who
therefore also had abundant strength, was unique, and will never have to
be repeated again, because it was accomplished for all people past, present
and future ....
e death of the man Jesus had been so agonising, His physical and
psychological suﬀering so immeasurably great, that I let it suﬃce Me as
atonement for the immense original sin of the spiritual beings'past apostasy
from Me .... that My justice, too, was thereby satisﬁed and that My love was
therefore able to accept you again without violating the law, which even the
most perfect Being has to obey otherwise its perfection would suﬀer a loss
.... I accepted the sacriﬁce of Jesus, the man, and the path was open for you,
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My living creations, to return into your Father's house, to Me, Whom you
once had voluntarily le ....
If you humans would consider the magnitude of your past guilt, if you
would consider the immense suﬀering and torments of the human being
Jesus, and if you would try to imagine the splendours in My kingdom,
then you would also be able to understand how tremendously signiﬁcant
Jesus'act of Salvation is for you humans, and that you therefore also have
to profess Him otherwise you will have to stay in darkness, since otherwise
the kingdom of light and bliss remains closed to you until you acknowledge
Him and consciously take His side. Only when it is explained to you that
you had become sinful and what your great sin consisted of, will you be
able to understand Jesus Christ's act of Salvation .... Yet you must know
about it or your earthly life will have been in vain if you cross over into the
kingdom of the beyond in the same darkness, if you are still burdened by
the original sin which caused the deep gulf between you and Me ....
e bridge to Me was established by the human being Jesus for all of you,
and you all are able to enter it .... you are able to return to Me again, yet
only with Him, with Jesus, the divine Redeemer .... if you make use of the
great act of mercy, if you acknowledge Him and Me Myself in Him, Who
descended to earth in order to take abode in Jesus, in order to accomplish
the act of Salvation Myself in Him, so that the gate to the kingdom of light
would be opened for you again and you are now able to return to your
Father's house .....
Your past sin of guilt has been redeemed through Jesus'cruciﬁxion .... Yet
every individual person also has to form an opinion about Him and His
act of Salvation .... e bridge has been established, yet every individual
person has to enter it himself and take the path to Me, Who is waiting for
you on the other side of the gulf and happily wants to re-admit you into My
kingdom .... Your guilt of sin is redeemed but you have to carry it under the
cross yourselves, you yourselves have to want to belong to those for whom
the blood of Jesus, the man, was shed .... Only then will you acknowledge
Him and His act of Salvation, and only then will you consciously confess
your guilt and appeal for forgiveness .... en the divine Redeemer will
have accomplished the act of mercy for you too, then His blood will have
been shed for you as well and has cleansed your soul from all guilt.
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And therefore you humans will time and again receive clariﬁcation as
to the signiﬁcance of Jesus'cruciﬁxion for the whole of humankind; time
and again you will be made aware of your immense guilt, which was
immeasurable, because you once knowingly separated yourselves from
Me despite brightest enlightenment and utmost perfection .... You had
burdened yourselves with guilt the magnitude of which you are unable to
assess, and it truly required an immeasurably great and diﬃcult sacriﬁce of
atonement .... e human being Jesus oﬀered it to Me, and for the sake of
His excessive love for His fellow human beings I accepted this sacriﬁce and
let it suﬃce as an expiation of guilt.
And now you will have to make use of His supreme act of love yourselves,
so that your guilt of sin shall be redeemed, so that you won't stand in front
of a closed door when, a er your death, you enter into the kingdom of
the beyond .... Due to His cruciﬁxion the gates were opened again, His
death on the cross has brought salvation to you humans, with His blood
He has bought your souls back from My adversary .... And thus He has
truly become your Redeemer from all adversi , for He returned your life
to you .... He has liberated you from sin and death .... He took all your sins
upon Himself and walked with them the path to the cross.
e fullness of love in Him accomplished this act, and I Myself was this
love .... Your Father of eterni , He Himself has built the bridge in order
to fetch you home into His kingdom .... and you all will have to enter this
bridge if you want to become blessed ....
Amen

BD 7928

received 26.06.1961

Reason for painful strokes of fate ....
I will still create many opportunities for you before the end which shall
enable you to ﬁnd the path to Me .... Time and again I will reveal Myself to
you, though o en in a painful manner, yet you shall always recognise that
you are unable to determine your own destiny, you shall always recognise
a Power above yourselves Which intervenes in your life, and harshly so if
there is no other option, in order to pull you back from the abyss towards
which you are blindly striving .....
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I want to save you, and all My admonitions and warnings bear no fruit ....
this is why every so o en I have to treat you harshly and inﬂict pain on you
.... I have to take your most precious possession on earth away from you, I
have to inﬂict death and disease on you, you will have to be struck by all
kinds of misfortunes because you don't believe in a Power to Which you
owe your life.
And there will be more and more instances when I will tear people apart,
when death will come marching, when disasters will abruptly end people's
lives .... I will manifestly show Myself, yet only be recognised by the willing
person who then will ﬁnd his way to Me and no longer can go astray ....
e end moves ever closer, and thus My love, wisdom and might still will
also have to frequently intervene .... Time a er time humani has to be
shown the transience of earthly things anew, they have to come to realise
the triviali of their aspired goals, and as a result will o en have to suﬀer
physically and psychologically, but they shall always also receive help if they
turn to Me and appeal for My support in their adversi . And their fellow
human beings, too, shall consider that they could suﬀer the same fate and
realise that they don't live on this earth for earthly life's sake ....
Every stroke of fate can result in making other people think and question
whether their own way of life corresponds to God's will, if they believe in
a God .... Each stroke of fate can help people to believe if they turn to Me
and through My obvious help will also be able to recognise Me .... us
you, who receive My Word, should explain to your fellow human beings
My occasionally harsh and cruel appearing interventions in people's lives
.... explain to them that I will use all means in order to win people over for
Me, and that I will not stop to keep expressing Myself, for every misfortune
is an expression of Myself which can happen to anyone yet it only ever
intends to turn their thoughts into My direction .... For there is only little
time le and you humans merely pay attention to the world but not to the
salvation of your soul ....
e world will pass away, that is, you won't be able to take anything
belonging to the world across into the kingdom of the beyond .... You only
ever chase a er dead commodities, and therefore you will be repeatedly
made aware of the world's ﬂeeting nature. Again and again you will hear of
accidents and all kinds of disasters, again and again you will have to suﬀer
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the loss of human lives, and again and again you will ask yourselves why a
God of love allows this to happen .... e God of love wants to win you for
Himself, he wants to make you blissfully happy, and therefore He wants
you to turn your thoughts to Him ....
My love alone is the reason for everything that aﬀects you badly, for you
will go astray again for an inﬁnitely long time if you don't remember Me ....
And only for this reason I reveal Myself to you and also intervene harshly
and painfully if you ignore My loving admonitions and warnings .... For I
don't want you to go astray .... I still want to save you before the end and
protect you from a far worse fate .... from the new banishment into the
creations of earth, which will be inevitable if you don't ﬁnd Me anymore
before the end of the earth ....
Amen
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received 01.07.1961

Did God cause the apostasy? ....
One day you humans will understand that I Myself will never exert and
never have exerted My inﬂuence over the spiritual being which I externalised as free and independent .... For as soon as I created it as a self-aware
being it was also endowed with free will, and this free will was not in the
slightest tied to My will, to My illumination of love or any other inﬂuence
on My part .... e will was entirely free and able to decide either way. But
the fact that the being possessed free will was also the guarantee that one
day it would be able to change the state of a `living creation'into the state
of a `child', which would have been unthinkable without free will. But My
objective at the creation of the beings was true `children of God' .... thus
beings of supreme perfection which, however, had to attain this perfection
themselves. e question will always arise in you humans as to whether
the thought of apostasy was implanted by Me in these beings, as to whether
they, in a manner of speaking, had to fall away, because I had set Myself
this goal .... `true children'.... when I created the beings. In that case you
can also dispute the beings'free will, but this was the cause of, as well as the
possibili for, the apostasy. However, I foresaw from the very beginning
how My living creations would use their free will and, therefore, I was also
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able to recognise the justiﬁed goal in this apostasy. Yet neither the apostasy
nor the goal was in any way determined by Me .... e apostasy was the
result of free will and therefore did not have to happen .... e goal is
the result of free will again .... It will be achieved one day but the time it
takes is determined by the being .... And so it must be said that I certainly
know everything, that one thing always substantiates the other and that no
apostasy could have happened had I denied the being free will .... but that
the goal I had in mind at the creation of all beings and which only signiﬁed
supreme bliss even if it were preceded by times of immeasurable agonies,
would then have become invalid .... Nevertheless, the voluntary apostasy
of the beings was a transgression against Me and My love, for the being
could have adapted its will to Mine, it did not have to turn away from Me
and leave the law of eternal order .... And countless beings provided the
evidence for this by remaining with Me and nevertheless being inconceivably happy .... ese beings will also be permitted to attain the childship to
God if they want to take the path through the abyss for the purpose of their
fallen brothers'redemption ....
But the apostasy was not My doing, My will; yet for the sake of the
highest goal I allowed it to happen and only ever emphasise again that
these beings possessed absolute realisation, that they were illuminated
by brightest light and that, through their wrongly inclined direction of
will, they misused their freedom of will, which subsequently led to their
wretched state. I did not prevent this apostasy or I Myself would not
have respected their freedom of will, but this characterised the being as a
divine one, because something perfect without free will was unthinkable.
And once you have reached the goal of having become a true child of
God, then My plan of deiﬁcation will be completely understandable to
you, and you will also regard the spirits'apostasy with diﬀerent eyes, even
though it gravely transgressed against My love. And since the law of
eternal order is unchangeable, this deiﬁcation could only ever proceed
lawfully; it could not be attained in any other way because all divine
characteristics, which I placed into the being at its creation, must be aspired
to voluntarily which, due to the apostasy from Me, became a necessi
but was also considerably more diﬃcult than voluntarily remaining in the
state of perfection .... e fact that the beings had fallen away and thus
sinned against Me led to an extremely long state of torment .... which
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could never have happened had I Myself caused this apostasy in some form
or other .... ese beings'perfection cannot be doubted and yet they fell
.... which can only ever be explained by their freedom of will, which was
also a gi of grace that will never be taken away from them .... And the
fallen spiritual beings'process of return also provided the non-fallen beings
with the opportuni of attaining the childship to God, because they may
also take the path through the `abyss'for a redemptive mission .... that the
`apostasy from Me'is therefore not the sole prerequisite in order to attain
the childship to God, but that I truly have other ways as well of shaping My
created beings into My children .... Hence the apostasy was not necessary
but possible on account of freedom of will. And I foresaw it from the very
beginning and was therefore able to base My plan of Salvation on it, which
made Me as well as My created beings extremely happy and which I will
certainly achieve one day. And you, too, will one day be in the state of
highest perfection and realise and understand the immeasurable love I
have for all My living creations and that this love can only ever bring forth
goodness and, therefore, will also help those who died of their own fault
attain eternal life again ....
Amen
received 05.07.1961

BD 7935
You humans are heading towards the end ....

A redeeming period is ending, for the time is fulﬁlled ....For My plan of
salvation is arranged since eterni , and it will be carried out, according to
My decision by My love and wisdom. But you human can not estimate
the meaning of the ending of a redeeming epoch, for the taking place of a
transformation on this earth is unimaginable to you, which will destroy all
creature, in which all creation, every life, will be dissolved and wiped out
....
For such a parallel mankind has never lived through, henceforth it is
unbelievable to man that earth is heading towards its end. Mankind is
standing before unimaginable events, but you won't be able to estimate the
proper meaning in all events, because you are not aware of the seriousness
in your situation.
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You are heading towards the end ....What you see around you, what is in
existence and what you can watch, that is what will cease to exist .... everything will be destroyed, and you yourself will perish in this destruction,
if you do not belong to My Own, which will be guided away through My
power and My will, like I proclaimed it .... which I will carry away before
the eyes of the fellow man, because they belong to Me and I can and will
transplant them upon the new earth, once the transformation has taken
place.
For the time is fulﬁlled ....For every redemption period is within a restricted
time frame, regardless the endless length, that man no longer knows of the
beginning, thus an end you therefore think impossible .... at you must
experience this end, is only the result of your own will, in the resistance
against Me, which you caused and are still causing with your spiritual
setting within you, otherwise it could not have gotten lost, meaning you
would not had to worry for the captivation into the matter in the creations
of the new earth.
Your resistance alone is cause to your fate and your lot a er the end of this
earth, for as soon as you drop the resistance, you are turning to Me and will
belong to My own, which I will save, before the coming end. For you human
beings with no spiritual connection what so ever involved with everything
that has to do with the End of the old earth, it is incomprehensible, and you
will never believe the time has come, whereby every single person has to
make the decision for life or death, you must make the decision, for none
of you will be spared of it.
You should not gloat in conﬁdence that there will be no end to this creation
earth ....For faster as you can think; the end will be here ....because the time
is fulﬁlled. And I Myself am constant and steadfast in My Being with My
action and reign. Henceforth what I have told you I must fulﬁll, once the
time has come, My plan must be carried out.
And that which I have brought your attention to it is here, it is apparent
visible in many signs, to which I showed you every time I have mentioned
the end of the earth .... For who has ears to hear, he might hear ....For who
has eyes to see, he shall see ....But you human will not hear nor see. us
neither can I reveal Myself more plainly in order to force faith out of you.
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But My indications will have no end, until the day has come. And blessed
be the ones that believe My Word, who will live according to their believe
and bind themselves to Me in love and trust. For those are the ones that
are saved for time and eterni , for those I will take on in any earthly and
spiritual need, and nevermore will they have to fear an end, because I will
take them up beforehand the hour of horror but not without them being
able to watch the scene of destruction, but only, for them to recognize My
power and magniﬁcence and for them to testi on the new earth, where
there will be an end to every sorrow and where they can experience the
happiness of the paradise. e time is fulﬁlled, and it will come just as
foretold, for my word is truth and it will last forever ....
Amen

BD 7936

received 06.07.1961

Free will must accept the light ....
I want to bring you light because you are living in darkness .... I want to lead
you out of the darkness of night into the light of day, I want to enlighten
your spirit and illuminate you with My light of love, I want to make you
happy because you are miserable in your spiritual darkness. I want the sun
of My spirit to shine upon you .... I want to give you that which you are
lacking: the pure truth from God .... I Myself want to teach you, for then
the darkness in you can no longer reign, then the light of My love will
radiate into your hearts and make you blissfully happy, for then you will
no longer repel Me, as you did when you fell away from Me, but listen to
Me once again and accept the light of My love, as it was in the beginning
.... e fact that you humans are lacking light cannot be denied by you, for
you have no idea about the meaning and purpose of your existence, about
the reason for your earthly progress, about the meaning and purpose of
any work of creation .... you have no knowledge about the correlations and
especially not about your relationship with your God and Creator .... You
don't recognise your Father in Me and are unaware of the goal that you
ought to unite with Me as your Father of eterni in order to be eternally
happy again, as you were in the beginning. All this is unknown to you and
neither do you question it, and thus you live in darkness and don't look for
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the light .... but this state is a wretched one for you, because darkness also
amounts to death, only light is really life .... But I want to awaken you to
life from your lifeless state and therefore I bring you the light. And trust
Me, this light will make you happy, you will be glad when you know about
everything and can live your earthly life consciously because you want to
reach the goal which comprises eternal beatitude. I do not want you to
continue your life on earth in this dark state nor do I want you to take
notice of the deceptive lights which neither spiritually enlighten you nor
give you bliss ....
I want to give you true light, knowledge which corresponds to the truth
and which must originate from Me because only I Am the primary source
of truth, because I Am the light of eterni . You humans are My creatures
and therefore possess My love because you emerged from My love. But I
always want to give pleasure to that which belongs to Me .... Darkness is
not a blessed state, only light can give joy to the being, and I want to give
this gi to you. Yet I can only ever just oﬀer you My gi of love .... and then
your free will must be willing to accept this gi .... I can and want to do
whatever it takes in order to return you to a state of happiness but one thing
I Am unable to do is to give you against your will that which you need to
be happy. I can certainly oﬀer you light but I cannot force you to accept it
and to let it shine into your hearts .... You must open your heart to Me and
allow the ray of My light of love to enter it, then everything will become
bright and clear within you and you will be happy .... And since your free
will is the only decisive factor as to whether you move in the darkness of
night or in the light of day, I can only ever enlighten you of the fact that
this free will determines your destiny, your fate, in eterni .... that you
have to direct your free will towards Me by relinquishing your opposition
and strive towards Me with all your mind .... And you will be brightly
illuminated by My divine light of love, then you will receive the kind of
knowledge which will bring you joy, for you will realise all correlations and
ﬁnd out about your origin, about your process across the earth and your
goal .... And as soon as you become enlightened you will also ﬁnd the path
which leads to Me .... And you will walk it of your own volition in order
to reach Me, because in the light of truth you ﬁnally recognise Me Myself,
because then you will love Me too and aim to join Me forever .... And I will
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never ever let go of you again, for My love brought you into existence and
My love will pursue you until you have become My Own eternally ....
Amen

BD 7938

received 08.07.1961

Unchanged Word ....
Important missionary work ....
You should steadfastly continue on the path you have taken when you
oﬀered your service to Me .... You should only ever listen to the instructions
given to you by the custodian of the house, for it is necessary to rescue the
souls which are at great risk, since the end is approaching .... And thus you
should listen to Me, you should only ever give Me the opportuni to speak
to you, for you must know what My will consists of because you should live
your life accordingly. And you should believe the information revealed to
you through My Word .... I want to address all people through My servants
on Earth who enable Me to speak through them. And you should always
regard them as My messengers who proclaim the will of their Lord to you,
who ask you to prepare yourselves and provide Me with an abode which
serves Me well when I Myself come knocking at the door of your heart in
order to enter it .... And I will truly bless those of you who are of service
to Me by allowing Me to speak through you .... is voluntarily accepted
task of yours, your mission, is very important, and you will indeed ﬁnish
it in accordance with My will, for time and again I convey strength to you
and always show you the ways which enable you to successfully work in
My vineyard .... Time a er time I repel My adversary from you, who will
not cease in his attempts of extinguishing the light where it was kindled
by My love .... Yet he will not succeed, for you are surrounded by spiritual
guardians which weaken his activi . And you can safely continue with your
vineyard work by serving Me as a vessel for the spirit into which I Am able
to ﬂow .... so that My Word can be transmitted to Earth and made accessible
to people of good will. And anyone who is thus directly addressed by Me
need not fear that his work will be in vain, that My Word will not serve its
right purpose, that the `living water'might run dry without having served
the human being with its inherent beneﬁt .... to puri the soul and to
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strengthen it for its pilgrimage on this earth .... My Word will prevail, for it
is strength and light in itself .... and My Word will truly not fail to have the
desired eﬀect .... `My Word', only that which comes forth from Me, has and
will keep this strength. However, as soon as it is changed through human
will it will lose its strength and then it can never be considered to be My
Word .... is is aimed at all those of you who arbitrarily try to improve My
Word and thus change it .... For that which originates from Me does not
require any improvement, it can thereby only lose value, and for this you,
who make such corrections, will have to justi yourselves, because you are
as yet unable to appreciate the grace of a direct Word-reception.
However, those of you who are of service to Me and therefore accept My
Word, don't let yourselves be misled but continue to work according to
My will .... Allow Me to speak through you, for the human race needs
My Word, it suﬀers great spiritual adversi ; it needs an unusual gi of
strength, it needs extraordinary signs and the evidence of My love, it needs
to be strengthened in its faith, which is still weak .... Humani needs
My Word, and since I cannot manifest Myself openly on account of their
freedom of will, I need you to serve Me as a mouthpiece so that you give
Me the opportuni to speak to all people .... For I still want to rescue many
people before the end, I still want many people to receive My Word which
is blessed with My strength .... erefore leave all your problems to Me, be
they of an earthly or spiritual kind .... And keep working for Me and My
kingdom, be faithful servants to Me who fulﬁl the will of their Lord and I
will bless your work ....
Amen
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received 15.07.1961

Origin of the creation work `earth'....
e path of the spirits across the earth will extend into eterni .... For
the spirits themselves became the matter which earth and all its creations
consist of .... God's will turned solidiﬁed spiritual substance into matter,
thus the whole of the creation work earth .... as well as all creations in the
entire universe .... is God's once emanated strength which He externalised
as a `being'but which so changed itself that it ﬁnally became mere hardened
substance, which was then transformed into creations of all kinds.
is took place over an inﬁnitely long period of time, because the `transformation'also occurred in lawful order, the rise of what is now visible as
`inhabited earth'happened during countless phases of development .... it
was not an instantly externalised work of God's creative power .... since
even the slow development served its purpose .... Time and again minutely
disintegrated spiritual particles were captured and reshaped, the process
took an inconceivably long time before earth had formed itself into a work
of creation which could serve as an abode and sustain physical life for
the constantly maturing spiritual substance, as it was designated by God's
eternal plan of Salvation. And even this spiritual substance took an endless
time before it reached the degree when it was allowed to live as a human
being on earth for the purpose of its ﬁnal perfection.
is last earthly progress as a human being is but a moment in time
compared with the inﬁnitely long period of the earth's preliminary development .... Although the creation of every form was indeed the work of
an instant for God, because His will and His strength externalised every
thought as an existing work .... yet the resistance of the once fallen spirits
determined the length of time until their physical transformation. For God
did not force this spiritual substance but His strength of love captured it
until its resistance had somewhat subsided in order to then encase it in
accordance with His plan, to then shape it into various forms where it
would perform some kind of activi which was so minimal that, again, an
inﬁnitely long time passed before these forms could gradually disintegrate
and change ....
e development of earth took ages until it could be inhabited by living
beings, and these, in turn, prepared the earth for yet another inconceivably
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long time to become suitable for serving human beings as a last place of
development .... e tiny individual particles of the human soul, however,
had passed through all creations ..... e fall from the highest pinnacle
into the abyss had taken so long that thus an equally long time had been
necessary to ascend from the abyss to the point when the being could
receive its self-awareness again, that this ﬁnal perfection then made it
possible to travel the last path of ascent. But for the time being the creation
had emerged, and this incorporates the innumerable fallen spirits whose
return to God will subsequently also take an inﬁnitely long time, hence an
end of creation cannot be foreseen as yet ....
Nevertheless, the `creations'exist and everything will take its lawful course
.... ey are brought to life by ever new minute particles of spirit whose
higher development takes place by way of constantly changing their outer
form, and thus a continuous developing and disintegrating of every material creation can be observed .... All works of creation repeatedly renew
themselves in this manner and thus serve the inherent spirit to achieve
maturi , just as they serve humani 's continued development by safeguarding their physical life an earth. As long as the spirits bound in the
creations do not have free will their path of higher development proceeds
in accordance with God's will .... the constrained spiritual substance serves
in some form or other and thereby matures gradually .... But as soon as
the spirit lives on earth as a human being it is once again in possession of
free will and then it is able .... instead of continuing to ascend .... to stop its
development or to regress again. During the ﬁnal period of its process of
development it is able to fail .... And this regression can lead to the result
that the spirit in the human being .... the `soul'or the once `fallen original
spirit'.... will harden again as before. e outcome will be a disintegration
of the soul into countless minute particles again which will have to take
the path through the material creations once more .... And this process,
which has now become necessary again, also requires the disintegration
and transformation of all works of creation .... which can be described as
the end of one earthly period and the start of a new one.
And thus you humans should try to explain it to yourselves, that such
periodically enforced processes of transformation concerning the creation
work earth will take place in accordance with God's will. ey are always
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based on God's love and wisdom and only ever serve the redemption
of the once fallen spirits .... And you need to also be prepared for such
interventions by God when people no longer recognise the true purpose of
their existence, when they thus do not use their earthly life for the maturing
of their souls, for their ﬁnal perfection. For the sole purpose of every work
of creation is to bring the human soul into maturi , to help it become what
it once was in the beginning .... a supremely perfect being, which originated
from God's love but voluntarily apostatised from Him .... It shall return
to Him again, and God Himself has provided it with the path of return
through all the creations on earth ....
Amen

BD 7944

received 18.07.1961

Coming in the clouds ....
You all should know that I will return in the clouds .... that I will descend
to earth in the same way as I once ascended to heaven .... that My Own
will see Me in brilliance and glory, just as My disciples once saw Me, and
that I will take My Own from earth because the day of the end has come
.... Admittedly, prior to that I Am already descending to earth in the Word,
for I Am the Word Myself, and have given you the promise that I will stay
with you until the end of the world .... but My obvious appearance will not
happen yet, for it will constitute the end of one and the beginning of a new
earth period ....
My coming in the clouds has to be understood literally, yet only few will
see Me, for My ﬂock is small and only My Own will be able to endure
seeing Me, I will only be visible to My Own and allow them to behold
My might and glory .... And this shall be your hope in hours of hardship
and aﬄiction by hostile powers to God .... for in the end everything will
be hostile to God, the rulers and their followers, the people who take their
side in the battle of faith. ey all will take action against you, who want
to remain loyal to Me and persevere to the end .... ey will put you under
great pressure and then you shall hope for My coming, for I will not leave
you in distress of body and soul, I will save you and li you to a place of
peace, and your faith will be so strong that I will be able to show Myself
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when I come in the clouds in order to judge the living and the dead .... en
the great separation of the spirits will take place and My adversary will no
longer have control over you .... For he and his adherents will be bound for
a long time. Only few people sincerely believe that My return is imminent
.... But the time is fulﬁlled and I no longer say: I will come when the time
is fulﬁlled, but I say: the time is fulﬁlled .... You can only count on a very
short time, on just a few days, compared to the long period of time that has
passed since an `end'was prophesied. You live in the last days even if you
refuse to believe it ....
My coming is soon about to happen to you .... Hence take care that you,
too, will belong to the chosen ones who will experience My coming while
still in the ﬂesh, who may behold Me in all My radiance and glory, whom I
will li to heaven just before the end .... Just want to belong to them and,
truly, I will give you the strength to turn your will into action. Let Me speak
to you time and again and always strive to accept My will and you will
establish the connection with Me, you will join Me and also be counted as
My Own whom I will rescue before the end happens. For it is certain that
I will come Myself .... And you should also believe without a shadow of
doubt that all of you with a living faith and who approach Me with love,
will be able to behold Me, for My Word is truth and will come to pass.
People who deny `My coming', who only want to understand and explain this arrival ﬁguratively, are not yet as profoundly devoted as to be
united with Me, but the immense earthly hardship before the end will still
strengthen their faith if they are of good will. And they themselves will pray
for My coming, because they will realise that only I can provide the rescue
which they cannot expect from another side any longer .... You should
believe that I will save you from utmost adversi and await the hour when
My promise fulﬁls itself. And then My adversary will be defeated, yet with
him also his many followers, who will be taken in by the earth again ....
erefore hope and persevere, for the hour of your deliverance will come,
the day of separating the spirits will arrive .... ere will be an earthly
and spiritual change which you will experience and which was constantly
proclaimed to you in Word and Scripture ....
Amen
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received 22.07.1961

Life of love protects from error ....
I have to emphasize time and again that only truth can bring you joy ....
How o en was error explained to you already and you do not recognise
it as such. By this I only refer to mental concepts which do not relate to
earthly knowledge but extend into the spiritual realm, which you humans
will never be able to prove, which can only be believed.
is mental
information, however, must correspond to the truth if it is to have beneﬁcial
eﬀects .... You can be totally devoid of knowledge and need not endeavour to
learn anything either .... but then your life as a human being is completely
meaningless, for you will never attain its purpose: your perfection. But
if the wrong knowledge is given to you, your earthly life can be equally
pointless, because wrong knowledge is darkness of spirit .... But you should
live in light, only then will you fulﬁl the purpose of your earthly life: your
soul will mature fully, for you will live a conscious life and your conduct
will be in accordance with My will. Consequently, imparting the truth and
accepting it has to be the ﬁrst condition for you to reach your goal ....
But you have free will, and this alone determines your attitude to truth.
Only this determines whether you will ask for truth and want to reject error
.... and then the truth will be oﬀered to you with certain , then you will
walk on earth in the light of truth in every way and arrive at your goal. is
will, however, is only weakly present amongst people, they mostly accept
everything indiﬀerently, and because of their indiﬀerence the error adheres
to them far more .... they do not recognise it as such, and their earthly
life can then have been in vain unless they become spiritually enlightened
through a life of love and are saved from the downfall. And the crucial
factor for a person is his decision to live a life of love, because then he will
also be able to diﬀerentiate between truth and error ....
And thus, he should consider the divine teaching of love as the ﬁrst and
most important truth .... If he accepts it as pure truth and lives accordingly,
it will be easy for him to recognise wrong teachings concerning the spiritual
realm as misguided, and he will dismiss them .... But if other, humanly
conceived, doctrines are presented to a person as credible they can very
easily take precedence over his love for Me and one's neighbour, or I will
no longer be regarded as the most perfect Being and therefore love cannot
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be oﬀered to Me either .... And then error has won already, it has spread
darkness and clouded people's thoughts ....
Only truth will bring you true light .... And all of you are able to attain
truth, for I do not withhold it from anyone who desires it. And you should
know that the desire for truth will grow ever stronger when you fulﬁl the
divine commandments of love. Hence, were love is preached to you, you
will also be instructed in truth, for as soon as a preacher emphasizes the
love for Me and for one's neighbour his thoughts are enlightened and his
words will therefore always be truth .... He will deter misguided spiritual
knowledge and never preach it to you, because he will be prompted by love
to proclaim only the pure truth. And thus My constant reminder to you is
that you should give full expression to My divine teaching of love .... en
you will not run the risk of falling prey to error, and your earthly life will
certainly not be a waste of time .... You will walk brightly lit paths, you will
be thoughtful and spiritually enlightened, for love is the Divine within you,
I will always be present in you when you remain within love .... Only true
thoughts can be where I Am, because I Myself will enlighten you through
the spirit, which only ever will impart pure truth to you ....
Amen

BD 7950

received 26.07.1961

Redemption only through Jesus Christ ....
Self-Redemption is not possible ....
You have been redeemed through the death of Jesus Christ, and not a
single being in the entire universe is excluded from this redemption, for He
has accomplished His act for all once fallen spirits, He has accomplished
it for all people past, present and future .... But the being itself has to
acknowledge it, it consciously has to lay claim on the blessings of the act
of Salvation .... God's opponent is entitled to the spiritual being which
had voluntarily followed him into the abyss .... It turned to him and away
from God of its own free will .... of its own free will it has to turn away
from him again and desire to return to God. However, it would never ﬁnd
the strength to separate itself from him, because its will had been totally
weakened by the adversary .... It would stay separated from God forever if
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the human being Jesus, in Whom God had manifested Himself, had not
achieved the act of Salvation by means of his cruciﬁxion, through which
he acquired the blessings of a stronger will, which can now increase the
fallen spirit's will and then also enable it to rise up against the adversary
and strive towards God .....
e act of Salvation will not force any being to return, but its return is made
possible for it, which otherwise could never have taken place. Yet it always
requires free will, otherwise all fallen spirits would have been instantly
redeemed and every work of creation would already be spiritualised .... But
the redemption depends on the human being's free will who, as a once fallen
being, is travelling the path across earth for the purpose of becoming free,
if he takes advantage of Jesus'act of Salvation and His acquired blessings
.... en his redemption will be certain, then he will return to his origin as
a child of God .... then Jesus Christ will not have died for him in vain .... he
can still perfect himself in earthly life or ascend in the spiritual kingdom
and be active in light and strength and freedom for his own happiness. It
only requires your will to be redeemed, for Jesus atoned the guilt on his
behalf, Jesus cleared the way for him to the Father, Jesus opened the gate
to the kingdom of light .... But the human being himself has to want that
the act of Salvation has been achieved for him, he has to consciously place
himself underneath the cross of Christ, he has to acknowledge Him as Son
of God and Redeemer of the world, in Whom God had manifested Himself
in order to be able to become a `visible'God for all His living beings ....
Yet in that case one cannot ever speak about `Self-Redemption', even if
one's own free will is the ﬁrst condition to attain the blessing of the act of
Salvation .... e human being can never free himself from his great guilt
of sin without the help of Jesus Christ, in his weakness of will he will never
be able to li himself up and detach himself from God's adversary .....
e redemption of all souls is only possible through Jesus Christ, and
this is why the man Jesus Christ has suﬀered the cruciﬁxion for all fallen
spiritual beings and acquired the blessing of a strengthened will, which
every being can lay claim to as soon as it has reached the stage of free will as
a human being again. And this exceedingly joyful knowledge is conveyed
to you humans. For now you are informed that you are not hopelessly lost,
that there is a path of ascent for you, back to your Father's house .... the
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path to the cross of Christ, which has to be taken without fail but which
also assures you complete deliverance. If, however, you don't take this path
then you will not ﬁnd redemption either, you will not be released from
your adversary and that means, that you will never be able to enter into
the kingdom of light because your guilt of sin will prevent your entry. You
yourselves are unable to free yourselves from this sin, but you can carry it
under the cross, to Jesus Christ, Who shed His blood for your guilt and
thereby also bought you back from God's adversary. Only, your will has
to make conscious use of this blessing, and then your guilt will also be
redeemed .... you will be free beings again as you were in the beginning,
and need only perfect yourselves in earthly life, that is, through loving
activi shape your nature into love again .... you need only seek closest
uni with God, your Father of eterni , and your soul will mature and then,
as His children, be able to enter the kingdom of light and bliss ....
Amen

BD 7951

received 27.07.1961

Faith ....
You all have to acquire a much ﬁrmer faith and that means that you have
to love even more, because love brings forth a living faith .... Performing
labours of love creates a direct bond with Me, Who is eternal love .... It
should be self-evident that you can no longer doubt or have a weak faith
when you are connected to Me because then I Am the guarantee Myself
that your faith won't be destroyed .... And although your will to believe can
be strong .... but you must have an equally strong will to do works of love
.... Love has to be the inner driving force of all your intentions and actions,
then your faith will be ﬁrm and steadfast .... you simply will not be able
to doubt anymore but will be sure of what you should believe. And this
convinced faith will ﬁll you with joy and give you inner peace because then
I Am with you Myself, because your deeds of love draw Me closer to you
without fail, because `those who love are in Me and I Am in them ....'Love
unites us permanently and love gives birth to an unwavering, living faith.
And when you pray for a ﬁrm faith then you have to pray for a strong will
to love at the same time and you will achieve a ﬁrm faith indeed.
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I repeatedly give you this information because you are approaching the
time when you need a ﬁrm, unwavering faith to remain resolved until
the end .... If you have this faith nothing can upset you, no matter what
happens, because then you know that I will help you and thus you are
giving yourselves into My hands with blind faith .... And then I Am indeed
always willing to help, I will not leave you at times of physical or spiritual
distress because your willingness to love, your way of life, has made you
My Own already, you have joined Me again and I Am now able to work in
and through you.
A ﬁrm faith is the best guarantee you can have because it gives you inner
peace and calmness during all earthly events which I can avert from you or
reduce their eﬀects because you have faith .... And thus you should always
pray: `Father, help me to do works of love and let my will to love become
ever stronger ....'And the will to love will grow at the same rate because
love guarantees My presence and My presence guarantees help at all times
of distress .... Love also guarantees the recognition of all correlations and
hence the understanding for everything which, in turn, contributes to the
strengthening of faith. Love is everything .... and if you have love you
are also ﬁlled with strength from Me and this strength enables you to do
unusual things when necessary, when love is the driving force that makes
you want to help .... en you have the faith that moves mountains ....
and then you won't fear whatever happens to you. Because then you are
connected to Him, Who is Lord above all, Who can command the elements
to spare you and Who wants to prove Himself as your Father .... Who loves
His children and will not leave them to become victims of destruction ....
Ask Me every day for the strengthening of your faith and the will to love,
as this is a spiritual request which I certainly will fulﬁl because love and
faith are necessary for your perfection ....
Amen
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received 31.07.1961

Only beings of light are permitted to teach ....
e spiritual world constantly endeavours to bring help to those people
who desire help from the beings of light .... For all beings of light act in
accordance with My will, and if I want to help people then it will o en
take place through My angels, through all spirits of light, whose happiness
consists of implementing My will. But all these beings do not act in opposition to My will, because due to their spiritual maturi they completely
entered into My will already, because they want nothing other than to
comply with My will, in other words: My will is their will too, since they
possess an abundance of love and wisdom and recognise that My will only
intends that which is right for My living creations and therefore they unconditionally submit themselves to My will. And thus it is understandable
that they will indeed impart the full truth if they are permitted by Me to
bring spiritual enlightenment to people ..... if they have the task to instruct
people mentally, to proclaim the Gospel to them in the form of My Word,
which I also convey to you through these beings of light ..... but the Word
which originates from Me will always be the same, because they receive My
illumination of love and then pass it on again. For their bliss consists of
their uninterrupted connection with Me, of the ﬂow of My Word which is
heard by them directly and which they pass on again according to My will.
us beings of light can never disseminate untrue spiritual knowledge, and
only beings of light are permitted to teach you humans if you have asked
Me Myself for the truth, if you demonstrate your desire for truth to Me
through your appeal for it. In that case you can only be taught the truth,
for I will protect you from the intrusion of immature spirits who want to
impart wrong teachings to you because they act on behalf of My adversary
.... but which will never gain entry to people who desire truth ..... And
therefore you can safely accept the Words oﬀered to you by beings of light
as My Word, for they are merely the mediators of the pure truth from Me,
which they themselves receive in form of a direct address .....
For My Word sounds in the kingdom of the blessed spirits in order to make
them incredibly happy .... But then they will also work with it because the
love of these beings constantly endeavours to bring light into the darkness,
and My Word is the light which penetrates the darkness .... And if you
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humans want to receive the pure truth from Me you need only make
heartfelt contact with Me and appeal for it .... You can rest assured that I
will grant this wish to you, and then you can also accept that everything
given to you is given by Me Myself, even if it is conveyed to you through
beings of light, for My strength of love, My Word, shines into them and
through them down to you humans again, since these beings care for you
with greater than great love and will also prevent misguided thinking from
inﬂuencing your thoughts. ey push all immature spirits away from you
on My instructions, so that the pure 'Word of God'is not distorted, so that
you humans may receive it in all puri and as accurate as it originated
from Me. Nevertheless, the fact that My adversary is also at work and
makes an eﬀort to sow evil seeds everywhere cannot by denied .... Yet this
will always be determined by people themselves, i.e. by their will, who
allow themselves to be accessed by these forces, who thus do not entirely
hand themselves over to Me and only strive for the pure truth ..... who
use their own will and allow themselves to be taken possession of by still
unenlightened beings .... is is why a person should practise rigorous
self-criticism as to what extent he has entered into the right relationship
with Me ..... And he should only ever hand himself over to the good forces,
to the beings of light and the implementers of My will, he should appeal
to Me for protection from being besieged by everything unspiritual .... he
should only ever want to be addressed by Me Myself, Who is the primary
source of truth and Who therefore will only ever bestow truth upon those
who desire it .... However, I know and see through his heart and all his
thoughts .... And thus I also know the substance of his innermost nature
.... and accordingly he will receive, accordingly he will be surrounded by
forces of light or of darkness. Yet the eternal light of love will always shine
into a receptive heart which utterly opens itself to Me so that I can ﬁll it
with light and strength ....
Amen
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received 01.08.1961

God's protection in the battle of faith ....
us stand ﬁrm and don't let your faith waver, for I, your God and Father
of eterni , Am and remain with you when the great battle of faith will
begin by which My adversary also wants to cause the downfall of you who
are My Own. Everything undertaken against Me will always aim to render
Jesus Christ and His act of Salvation implausible to you .... And the fact
that Jesus Christ will be denied, that people shall be deprived of all faith
in Him and that they therefore shall have no opportuni to depart from
this earth in a redeemed state shall be taken by you as an obvious sign
of the approaching end .... For My adversary will openly challenge Me by
attacking Jesus Christ in Whom I became a visible God for humani .
And the more intense this battle erupts the more you can be assured of My
presence, for I will not abandon My Own, I will not let My adversary be
victorious over those who want to be and remain My Own. And when you
are thus cornered by the requirement to deny Me as the divine Redeemer
Jesus Christ .... when you will have to choose between Me and My adversary,
then just put all your trust in Me as then I will be closer to you than ever;
I Myself will ﬁght with you and you need not fear My adversary, for
My power is supreme and will protect you, no matter how threatening
the undertakings against you may look. But then you can expect your
deliverance within hours, you can count on My coming within hours and
the end of the world, whence I will remove you at the height of aﬄiction
and danger ....
Do not become doubtful then, but remember that I have foretold you that
you will still have to endure great tribulations for the sake of your faith ....
Yet the stronger your faith and the more conﬁdently you abide in Me, the
easier will be the battle of faith for you, for I truly have the power at My
disposal to avert even the worst from you, and My Own shall experience
My love and power and therefore can conﬁdently and fearlessly look ahead
to this time. But it will come, for the believers will come under attack by
the earthly authorities and those who are enslaved by My adversary ....
My Own will have to give public testimony and should not be frightened,
for the God Whom they acknowledge will also reveal His power and help
them in earthly adversi and distress ....
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Just be prepared that brutal measures will be used against you, who want to
remain loyal to Me .... But don't forget that I Am Lord over life and death,
over heaven and earth .... and that I truly have means and ways to lead My
Own out of earthly hardship, even if it seems as if there is no way out. And
whatever earthly things will be denied to you .... I will miraculously feed
you and quench your thirst, for that, too, is within My power, a er all, I
created heaven and earth, I made all laws a er My will .... and thus I can
also abolish laws and nourish you supernaturally .... I can also surround
you with a protective barrier, I can instruct My angels to form such a barrier
around you ....
You only have to faithfully entrust yourselves to Me, your Father, Who will
not leave His children in peril and Who will protect you from the enemy
of your soul, from earthly and spiritual opponents .... For My might and
My love is great .... And this will happen in the near future .... Yet prior to
this you will still be subjected to tests of faith but these, too, will strengthen
and enable you to stand ﬁrm in the last battle on this earth. And as soon as
this conﬂict will ﬂare up you will also know that the end is not far away, for
My adversary will only wage battle for a short time, because for the sake
of My chosen people I will shorten the time, I will bind him as well as his
supporters. For the time he was granted for his activities on earth is fulﬁlled
and the end of the earth is near, as it is proclaimed in Word and Scripture
....
Amen
received 06.08.1961

BD 7959
Conclusion of earthly progress only with Jesus Christ ....

You have come a long way already but the fact that you are still walking on
earth is proof that you have not yet concluded your path of development
.... with exception of those who incarnated on earth for the purpose of a
spiritual mission and whose souls thus had previously covered this progress
of development and had found admission in the realm of light .... But I
speak to you humans who are not yet perfect, who once had deserted Me
and had to walk this long path of development so that you can now, at
the human stage, voluntarily take the last test of will, the passing of which
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ensures your entry into the realm of light. Hence you are not yet perfect
but you have ascended from the deepest depth to the height, if only by
law of compulsion .... e depth had to release you because My will had
intended this long path for you which pulled you away from the force of
My adversary, or your ascent would have been impossible .... But now he
is given his rights once again because you are still his proper since you
formerly had followed him into the depths voluntarily and this free will
has not yet made the new decision: for him or against Me, Who longs for
your return but will not force you if you willingly want to stay with him.
us, at the human stage My adversary once again applies his power by
inﬂuencing your will but he is unable to force it as you have to decide
of your own accord which Lord you choose. However, I cannot stop him
using all his persuasions to chain you to himself .... I cannot stop him from
using ploys and to tempt you, only to keep your soul or to regain it if he
has already lost it .... You now have to face him voluntarily yourselves and
ﬁght against him if you want to free yourselves from him. And you really
need not fear his strength because you have a strong Helper by your side
Whom you only need to ask to win the battle with Him: Jesus Christ, your
Redeemer from sin and death .... Even though you, as human being, have
already overcome the deepest abyss, even though you, due to My help, have
also come considerably closer to Me during the inﬁnitely long period of
development .... yet the burden of your original sin due to your desertion
from Me constantly pushes you down again and you would never be able
to resist the will of My adversary if Jesus Christ would not help you, if He
would not give you an intensiﬁed will which He Himself had acquired for
you by His death on the cross.
My adversary's power over you is too great that you could resist it with
your own strength .... But you are guaranteed a supply of strength by just
giving yourselves to Jesus Christ and requesting Him to take upon Himself
the guilt of which you are not yet released and which therefore inescapably
chains you to My adversary .... Jesus Christ, in Whom I manifested Myself,
will now take on the guilt because with His death on the cross He has paid
the purchase price for all souls to the adversary who now has to release the
souls, if they themselves want it .... And with His help you can conclude the
path of your earthly life, with His help you can become free of all guilt and
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enter through the gate into the realm of light, which otherwise is closed to
you, but which will be opened by Jesus Christ for all souls who voluntarily
have decided to take the way to the cross to liberate themselves from the
burden of sin. As human being on earth you only have a short time at your
disposal but it is suﬃcient to completely release yourselves from every
form, however, this always depends on the human being's attitude towards
the Divine Redeemer Jesus Christ .... because your former sin consisted
of your rejection of Me and in the resistance of My strength of love ....
In Jesus Christ, however, you shall know and acknowledge Me Myself,
then you will also consciously accept My strength of love again and then
nothing stands in the way of your uni with Me .... en the inﬁnite long
walk through the creations of earth and as earthly human being has led
to the right goal .... it resulted in your liberation and you are once again
candidates for My kingdom which will admit you and oﬀer you blessings
as it was in the beginning ....
Amen
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received 10.08.1961

`Eye has not seen ....'
I have no other goal but to make you happy, to bestow the glories of My
kingdom upon you, to let you see what no eye has ever seen, to give you
inﬁnite pleasure .... and to draw you to My heart as My children, because
My love for you is beyond measure .... And one day I will certainly achieve
this goal. Nevertheless, inﬁnitely long periods of time can still pass by,
because it is necessary .... that you, too, grant Me your love, that you
voluntarily desire to return to Me from Whom you once originated .... And
therefore I constantly seek to attract your love as well, I try to inform you
of My nature, which is profoundly perfect, so that I will also gain your
love when you recognise My nature correctly .... is is why I reveal Myself
to you .... I provide you with the evidence that I exist, and I give you an
explanation about My nature, My reign and activi , My eternal plan of
Salvation .... I unveil a picture before your eyes which you can, and indeed
will, love if only you open your eyes and accept this image in your heart ....
And so that you can recognise Me correctly, I speak to you .... You humans
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are still spiritually blind and therefore unable to form an accurate concept
of Me, your God and Creator, Who wants to be your Father .... As a result
of your past fall from Me into the abyss you lost all realisation and at the
start of your human existence you are still in this dark spiritual state .... So
if I want to gain your love I must enlighten your spirit, I must grant you a
small light which illuminates the image of your God and Creator for you,
so that you will learn to recognise Me .... I must give you an explanation
about your creation, your origin from a supremely perfect Being Which,
although you were unable to behold It, nevertheless made you immensely
happy .... I must inform you of what you had been, what you are and what
you shall become again .... is knowledge shall therefore contribute that
you will learn to recognise and love Me, that you will strive towards Me
and would like to be united with Me again .... e goal during your life
on earth is to exchange your state of darkness with a state of brightest
light, in which the spirit in you, being a part of Me, can speak to you and
enlighten you ever more brightly .... en you will come ever closer to your
God and Creator and will be able to attain the goal during your lifetime
on earth: total uniﬁcation with Me and thus also the bliss, which I want to
bestow upon you in the abundance of My love .... In that case your ﬁnal
return has taken place; My courtship for your love was successful and My
love can now make you happy, and you will be able to behold Me face to
face .... For now I have become a visible God in Jesus Christ for you and
your desire, which once persuaded you to turn away from Me to the one
whom you acknowledged as a visible God but who became My adversary
because he revolted against Me, has been granted. Due to your apostasy
from Me you were separated from Me for an inﬁnitely long time in a state
of wretchedness .... But now you can behold Me Myself in all power and
glory, for in Jesus Christ I became a visible God for you .... And your bliss
will be without end, you will constantly yearn for Me and My presence and
your desire will always be granted .... And what no eye has seen and no ear
has heard, that is what I have prepared for those who love Me .... because
My inﬁnite love is for you, My children, for all eterni ....
Amen
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received 18.08.1961

Catastrophe ....
Antichrist ....
Battle of faith .... End ....
What will still take place before the end of the earth can only ever be
announced as something extremely diﬃcult and sorrowful for humani ,
for God's voice will sound everywhere, albeit in entirely diﬀerent ways ....
For where His Words of love are ignored He will manifest Himself more
clearly; there will be suﬀering and adversi in all places, accidents and
catastrophes will alternate with natural occurrences, where the elements
threaten and destroy life .... And all this is God's working or His permission
to disturb people and make them aware of the real purpose for their earthly
life. And where people are united with Him the hardship will be easier to
bear, since He will not abandon His Own even though they are in the midst
of these happenings and unable to avoid the immense adversi during the
last days before the end.
And you all only need to take notice of what happens around you and in
the world, for they are visible warning signs and for the believer always
recognisable as God's intervention or permission, because you were foretold that you will have to endure severe hardship and aﬄiction before the
end. All the signs which were predicted for the end are recognisable; yet
you humans always want to see it in the distant future, you don't want to
believe that the time of the end has come. But you have also been told that
the time will be shortened for the sake of those who want to believe and
stand ﬁrm. And thus everything will happen in very quick succession ....
e aﬄiction and hardship, the battle of faith and the Antichrist's fury ....
which will emerge only too clearly, and this alone should make the end
time credible to you. For the people who are enslaved by him will surpass
each other in evilness, hatred, lies and vindictiveness, craving for power
and rannies will clearly identi his actions, and people will support him
because they agree with his will and ruthlessly proceed against their fellow
human beings who still believe and want to remain faithful to God.
And these will receive exceptional protection and strength, for God will
stay with His Own and lead them through all adversi and diﬃculties.
And blessed is he who recognises the time and entrusts himself to the only
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One, Who can protect him in every hardship .... blessed is he who believes
.... blessed is he who lets Him speak to him and constantly receives strength
from Him .... For even this diﬃcult time will come to an end and the fate
of those who endure to the end will be a blissful one. Sooner or later the
power of God's adversary will be defeated, then he and his followers will
be bound and there will be peace again on earth .... But not on this earth
anymore because its end has come according to the law of eterni .... But
it will emerge anew through God's might, and people who endure to the
end will be relocated to the paradise of the new earth, because they believe
in their God and Father Who will save them from utmost hardship and
aﬄiction .... For the time is fulﬁlled and the end comes as it is announced
in Word and Scripture ....
Amen
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received 20.08.1961

Decision by predestined guidance or experience ....
Know that every earthly or spiritual experience aﬀecting your life is intended or permitted by Me. For every person's course of life is always
determined by Me in accordance with his spiritual development. And thus
everything can be in your best interest, you don't have to suﬀer if you
accept everything from My hand and even humbly accept your burdens,
for your correct attitude towards Me will also allow you to assess every
event correctly and your soul will mature. e only purpose of earthly life
is for your soul to mature .... And all earthly events, be they suﬀering or
joy, will approach you in line with this purpose .... Any event is able to lead
you closer to Me if it is your free will to ﬁnd union with Me.
But My adversary also tries to win you for himself, and thus you will
be faced by temptations on his part which I allow because he still has
a claim on you, and he will equally inﬂuence you but never be able to
force you, instead it remains up to your free will to what extent you allow
yourselves to be inﬂuenced by him. Hence you make your own decision by
consciously turning either to Me or to him. And you can make this decision
in every situation; every experience, every stroke of fate, every pleasure
and every aﬄiction can impel you to make this decision. And if you know
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that nothing happens without My will or permission, then soon nothing
will be able to worry you either .... for as soon as you turn your sights and
thoughts towards Me, call Me to your side or commend yourselves to Me
in prayer, you will mature spiritually and have achieved an advantage for
your soul again.
All these are also tests of faith which you have to pass .... for My adversary
will do anything to separate you from Me, to lessen or destroy your faith
in a God and Father Who is always willing to lovingly help His children.
He will always want to darken your spirit, he will try to spread darkness
across you so that you no longer recognise Me as your loving Father of
eterni .... And this is why he particularly tries to take precedence during
misfortunes with the intention of causing reluctance and ill feeling in you
.... And then you have to adamantly resist and know that everything I
allow to come over you is beneﬁcial for you, and that you only have to turn
to Me in ﬁrm faith in order to banish even the most arduous adversi by
handing everything over to Me, Who will truly help you to get out of every
adversi . For My constant concern is only ever your return to Me ....
I want to tie you to Myself and not lose you, and therefore I will also always
prove My love, and this love shall never be doubted by you. You have
already travelled a long path which brought you ever closer to Me .... e
last short stretch of the way requires great willpower by you, because you
consciously have to turn to Me, to the pinnacle, whereas before you were
drawn by My love .... But this love gives you even more, it does everything
in order to guarantee your return to Me ....
Just grant Me your free will, strive towards Me in free will, don't let
yourselves be enticed by the world which is My adversary's tool to win you
over .... Believe in Me and My love, and in your heart long for the Father,
and call upon Me in every adversi of body and soul .... And truly, every
experience will only ever serve your ascent, for everything is based on My
love and wisdom whatever you might encounter .... And rely on My love
and My might, for I Am always willing to help if only you would call upon
Me in your heart ....
Amen
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received 22.08.1961

You will live forever ....
You will live forever .... you will not lose this life anymore .... Is there a
more enjoyable promise than that I want to give you eternal life and that
you will thus be eternally happy? For life is blissfulness, because life is a
state in freedom, light and strength, because `life'is the state for which I
have created you, which guarantees your perfection .... And this perfection
will have been endeavoured towards by your own free will, otherwise no
life would be possible, for prior to that you were in a state of death and only
your free will was able to and can change this state of death into `life'....
Furthermore, life means permanent union with Me, Who nourishes you
with the necessary strength to live, which ﬂows to you without restriction
and will never again be limited .... Life is working and creating with Me
and in My will .... and yet also in keeping with your will, for you have
completely entered into My will because you are perfect, because you have
become My images and will no longer think and want anything other than
Myself and therefore you will also be incomparably happy.
And that is the ﬁnal goal of the beings which once emerged from Me
and My strength as living creations, which were indeed supremely perfect,
since nothing imperfect can come forth from Me, but which voluntarily
relinquished their perfection, fell away from Me and then had to travel
an inﬁnitely long path of development in order to achieve the highest
level of perfection again, in order to thus return to Me, yet no longer as a
`living creation'but as `My child', into which it will have voluntarily shaped
itself through love .... which is indeed its fundamental substance because
it came forth from My love, but which its free will had to arouse into the
brightest of blazes .... but then eternal life in supreme happiness will also
be guaranteed .... And this is the life I have promised you .... I Myself want
to grant you this blissful life, and thus I will never cease in supporting you
to achieve this said high degree of love, whenever it may be .... One day
you will attain life and then never lose this life again .... is is truly the
most glorious promise, for you can hope. You need not fear to be lost; you
need not remain in the state of death forever, for I have told you `You will
live forever ....'And My Word is truth .... only you yourselves determine
the time when you will enter into life; you determine the time when you
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escape death, when you return to Me, unite with Me again and then also
arrive at the life which lasts forever ....
And thus you can also endlessly prolong the state of death if you misuse
your free will again, if you oppose My loving support which stimulates
your love. And then you will prolong your state of misery too, for only life
is happiness. Yet you have free will, and this prevents Me from giving you
life against your will. For you have to attain perfection yourselves, which
guarantees you life in eterni , otherwise you would eternally just remain
My `living creations', but the goal of becoming My `children'requires striving for perfection in free will. As long as you humans are still in the state
of death, as long as you lack light and strength because you lack realisation
and the inﬂux of My strength of love, you are also in a state of unkindness,
for voluntarily practised love would also result in light and strength, and
that also means an `awakening to life'. And then you will no longer be able
to fall back into the state of death, because you will be enlightened and also
recognise the purpose of your earthly life and consciously strive for it. And
this is why love has to ﬂare up in you if you want to attain the life which
lasts forever. And I, the Eternal Love, will leave no stone unturned in order
to lead you to this life, for I can only unite Myself with life but never with
death .... and therefore I will ﬁrst awaken the dead to life, which My inﬁnite
love will indeed achieve sooner or later ....
Amen
received 27.08.1961
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Serious warning against psychic receptions ....

You should not trouble yourselves with doubts, but you should also know
that you only receive pure truth from Me by merely wanting your thoughts
to be correct and true. And you will always receive assurance that I do not
contradict Myself, that therefore the spiritual information which originates
from Me, which was conveyed to those of you through the `working of My
spirit'who allow My activi in you, must always tally. However, since My
adversary's inﬂuence confused people's thinking, since falsehood and error
are far more likely to be accepted by people, it has also become necessary to
convey the pure truth from above time and again, for truth does not remain
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pure for long among people, for unkindness reigns and this darkens the
spirit, so that it is easy for My adversary to proceed against the truth and
to intersperse it with error, without this being recognised by people. Light
is all you humans need in order to ﬁnd and travel the path to Me and to
ascend .... In the darkness you take wrong paths which lead oﬀ course, and
since it is My adversary's goal and intention to alienate you from Me and to
gain you for himself, he will eagerly strive to confuse your thinking, and he
will do so under the mask of an angel of light. And the danger that he will
be heeded is particularly great during the time of the end, because people
are lacking love and therefore possess no power of judgment either .... ey
fall prey to error and then he will have won them over. For this reason I
keep making you aware of the cover under which he appears. For he is full
of cunning and trickery, he tries to slip in where he can show himself as an
angel of light, where people look for contact with the spiritual kingdom ....
but where the preconditions are missing which guarantee a genuinely pure
spiritual bond with the world of light ....
However, wherever the preconditions exist he is unable to intervene, and
only then will the truth be guaranteed, because all beings of light work
on My instructions and can only distribute pure truth which they receive
from Me .... Yet can you humans know with absolute certain that you
demonstrate the preconditions which guarantee you this bond with the
world of light? And can you therefore be certain that the spiritual realm
conveys the full truth to you? Can you do this where it concerns psychic
transmissions from the spiritual kingdom? Do you know whether it is
impossible for the adversary to intervene if a person as a `shell'forfeits his
own will? Only a high degree of maturi will result in your protection
by the world of light .... but in view of the great risk the beings of light
will always try to inﬂuence people such that they allow the `working of
the spirit'in them in a conscious state, that they shape themselves into a
receiving vessel for the divine spirit .... that they improve themselves in
order to grant the beings of light the undisputable right to repel everything
unspiritual from them and to only let the pure truth ﬂow to them, which
they receive from Me, so that they can instruct you humans if it is your will
and you fulﬁl all preconditions ....
You humans must remember that the time of the end has come, that you
don't have much time le , and that you should therefore accomplish the
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work of improving your soul with increased vigour .... And you must know
that My adversary will use all his power to try to prevent this endeavour
.... us he will try this where he is not recognised, where a human being's
conscious will does not oﬀer him opposition .... He has great power and
makes use of it when psychic receptions are desired whose truthfulness
cannot be veriﬁed by you humans .... Be warned, for the point is not that it
would be impossible for a being of light to express itself through a medium,
but the point is that you humans are incapable of judging whether a being
of light expresses itself or whether the adversary's clever disguise enables
him to spread darkness .... And this darkness can have a disastrous eﬀect on
you; misguided teachings can be conveyed to you from which you can only
detach yourselves with diﬃcul .... But a misguided teaching will always
obstruct the path to Me, it will obscure the light in you or extinguish it
entirely, and the path to Me will be prolonged by you .... I want to caution
you of this, for there is not much time le , you are near the end, and
once a misguided teaching has taken hold in you it will take quite a while
before you recognise it as such, and this time might no longer be at your
disposal .... e possibili that you are oﬀered truth certainly exists, but
you are unable to judge whether it is oﬀered to you and consequently there
is always the risk that your spirit will become darkened if I don't seriously
warn and admonish you only to believe those Words which are conveyed
to you through My spirit .... for it will guide you into all truth, as I have
promised you ....
Amen
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God's strength can also grant physical recovery ....
You are truly oﬀered something precious when I talk to you directly, and you
will always be able to draw strength by just consciously opening yourselves
to My emanation of love if you want to receive the ray of strength from Me,
if you desire to be ﬁlled with strength from Me .... if you want your hunger
and thirst to be stilled by the nourishment you receive from Me Myself.
However, you are as yet unable to recognise the real value of My gi s of
grace .... even though you willingly listen to Me, even though you belong
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to those who want to be nourished and have their thirst quenched by Me.
Were you able to assess My greater than great love for you which constantly
wants to make you happy and grant you gi s, you would also know that I
only oﬀer you gi s which have an extremely helpful eﬀect on you .... you
would know that I only oﬀer you what will help you to attain perfection,
to fully mature your souls, and you would only ever want that My gi s of
love for you will not be limited. You would consciously open yourselves at
any time in order to receive My gi s of grace, and you would become aware
of an abundance of strength constantly ﬂowing to you if only you have the
will to receive it. You merely require profound faith in order to also become
physically healthy through the strength of My Word ....
But you do not possess this strong faith as yet and thus you must only
ever strive to raise your degree of love .... When you are entirely permeated
by love then you will only have space in your heart for My strength of
love, then everything else will be pushed away and you will be so close to
Me that you will feel My presence which will also let you become aware
of the ﬂow of strength .... And then your body and soul will recover ....
Open yourselves again and again to the strength of love from Me .... keep
turning your thoughts to Me and establish the connection with Me which
facilitates an inﬂux of My strength of love in you .... and know that you
receive the evidence of My presence when I can speak to you. And don't
undo this bond again but let it become increasingly more tender and, truly,
you will feel it yourselves and no longer need to fear that you will lack
strength .... Just believe, and I will not let your faith be destroyed .... open
your heart and accept Me in it, and My presence will make you aware of
the strength that pours into you, you will hear My Word and recognise it
as an incredible gi of grace .... You will distinctly feel the strength of My
Word, you will psychologically mature, and this raised state of maturi will
also express itself in an increasingly stronger faith, and a strong faith can
achieve anything, it can also help the body to get healthy because nothing
is impossible for someone who believes in Me, in My love and in My might
....
Amen
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Mentally directing the will towards God ....

Every thought which turns to Me is an acknowledgment that you belong
to Me, a ﬂickering spark of love striving towards the ﬁery ocean of Eternal
Love. It demonstrates that the test of will of acknowledging Me again as
God and Creator, as it was in the beginning, has been passed .... I will not
leave you in eterni , even if you yourselves voluntarily keep away from Me
.... For you belong to Me, you are a tiny spark of My strength of love which
I emanated when I gave you life. And one day this strength of love will
ﬂow back to its original source again, because this is the law of eterni ....
But I care that your free will .... the mark of divini .... is your reason for
returning to Me. And it makes Me indescribably happy when this change
of will, a er your past apostasy from Me, has been accomplished, when
you as a human being .... during the stage of free will .... turn your thoughts
to Me .... en I will take hold of you and draw you continuously closer to
Me, and I have the right to do so because you will be trying to unite with
Me again of your own free will ....
You don't realise how much strength ﬂows to you when your thoughts
apply to Me, for every thought is a bond with Me which enables the inﬂux
of strength; a contact which enables Me to permeate you with My strength
of love, which spiritualises you and makes you the blissful beings again
that you once had been. You have the option to receive My guaranteed
inﬂux of strength at any time .... you have a very reliable way to receive
My strength by merely directing your thoughts to Me .... For you only turn
to a Being Which you acknowledge, and I only want this acknowledgment
from you in order to provide for you again as before, in order to permeate
you again with My strength of love. When you think of Me you consciously
open your heart .... you surrender every resistance that had kept you apart
from Me, and then My love can take eﬀect on you again, which ignites in
you like a spark of ﬁre and also lets your love ﬂare up for Me. Hence it
incorporates an immense blessing if you li your thoughts up to Me time
and again ....
Admittedly, the world will o en prevent you from doing so, and anyone
who is subject to the world will only rarely and with diﬃcul turn to
Me, if at all .... But once you have voluntarily granted Me the right to
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take possession of you again because you have voluntarily accomplished to
break away from My adversary then you can also be sure that I will enter
your thoughts time and again, and it will be increasingly possible for you to
mentally stay in contact with Me .... until you can always sense My presence
close to you, until you no longer start anything without Me. And then you
will consciously fulﬁl the purpose of your earthly existence, then you will
already be in close contact with Me even though you still live on earth, and
I will not leave you again, I will always walk by your side, I will take abode
in your heart and you will feel My presence and be very happy ....
erefore, always stay in contact with Me even if the world will not yet
release you completely .... As long as you still have to live in the material
world you will also have to ﬁght against its temptations and attractions;
but once you have established the connection from you to Me, the material
world can no longer harm you, then you will look for Me even more,
because you will not be able to ﬁnd true happiness in the material world
a er all but only ever in your heartfelt contact with Me .... And then My
love will draw you to Me, then I will gladden you with My presence .... For
then your will belongs to Me, as it has turned to Me entirely willingly, and
you will have become and will stay My Own for all eterni ....
Amen
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Awakening the divine spiritual spark will guarantee a change in character ....
You once deprived yourselves of your divini by changing your fundamental nature into the opposite, you were no longer beings of light but had
become beings of darkness, for you were devoid of all love because you had
rejected My love which wanted to permeate you and make you happy for all
eterni .... And in this ungodliness, in this totally opposite nature to Mine,
you were distant from Me, you utterly reversed your nature and could
therefore no longer be close to Me because you would have ceased to exist
in My light of love, it would have consumed you completely .... However, it
was not My will that the being which had once emerged from My strength
of love should vanish, I only wanted its return to Me, but this necessitated
a change in nature which reduced its distance from Me until, ﬁnally, this
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distance was completely overcome by the fact that the being had adopted
its original state again .... until it had totally become love again and My love
was able to permeate it again as before .... is transformation into love
required of Me an act of mercy and love: I had to place a tiny spark of My
eternal love into you because you were utterly devoid of love and therefore
also incapable of changing yourselves and your nature .... An exceedingly
long and painful process of return had almost broken your past opposition
to Me, yet then you entered into a state in which you received free will
again, which prior to that had been bound .... And in this state of free will
.... as a human being .... the re-transformation into love should take place
again, which would have been utterly impossible had a tiny spark of love
not laid dormant in you, which is a gi of grace I place into every person's
heart and which characterises him as a divine living creation as soon as
he voluntarily kindles the spark of love to ﬂare up into a bright ﬂame ....
is work has to be accomplished by the human being himself. And he can
certainly do it precisely because the divine spark of love lies dormant in
him. is spark of love is a divine part, it is a minute spark of My eternal
spirit of love which is inseparably connected to Me, which also incessantly
strives back to the eternal Father-Spirit but which allows the human being
complete freedom as to whether he yields to it or whether he smothers the
small spark with his anti-divine nature on account of his connection with
My adversary which he is not prepared to give up.
You are all able to love but whether you are willing is le up to you .... And
although the spiritual spark in you, seeing it is part of Me, has tremendous
strength, it will not force you to change your nature but it will make it
easier, it is not an impossibili that this change of nature into love can
occur during your short lifetime on earth. e connection with Me is in
place, it just has to be striven for by yourselves for you to feel its eﬀect when
My love can shine into you again .... A bond between the spiritual spark in
you and the Father-Spirit must be established, then the change of nature
will irrevocably take place and you will become the happiest beings again,
as you were in the beginning. But without this spiritual spark in you, which
is My share, you would be hopelessly lost .... You are able to love, you have
the abili to feel and to emanate love .... you are not entirely devoid of love
if you don't resist this spirit of love in you, if you don't push towards My
adversary who will always prevent you from carrying out loving acts but
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who cannot stop you if you kindle the light in you, if you pay attention
to the gentle voice within and comply with it, which will always stimulate
you to be lovingly active. For My spiritual spark is truly migh and full
of strength because it is part of Me .... It will strengthen even the slightest
will towards it and there is nothing My adversary can do to stop it, for he
cannot ﬁght against Me since I Am, a er all, inside of you .... I just don't
force you if you oppose Me of your own free will. And this divine spark of
spirit, which is part of Me, is also the guarantee that you can change, for it
is strength from Me which enables you to do anything you seriously strive
for. And in order for you to muster this serious will the divine Redeemer
will always help you, He merely wants to be acknowledged and asked to
strengthen your will .... For He and I are one; you once rejected Me, you
refused to acknowledge Me as your God and Creator and followed the one
who drew you into the abyss .... And he will be in control of you until you
appeal to Me for help and thus recognise and acknowledge Me in Jesus
Christ .... And truly, the adversary's power will be broken if you confront
him with My name; your will shall be strengthened and your desire for
union with Me will constantly grow stronger .... e spiritual spark in you
will seriously strive towards the bond with the eternal Father-Spirit, you
will give in to the inner urge and will be impelled into kind-hearted activi
because I Myself can once again permeate you with My love .... And your
nature will again take on a quali which resembles My fundamental nature
.... It transforms itself into love and will inseparably unite with Me, then
you will never leave Me again; the child will have returned to the Father
from Whom it once originated ....
Amen
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